Less is more

FullLife — a minimal-contact, full-face mask — has less
bulk while providing more comfort and convenience.
A revolutionary design makes FullLife
a great choice for men and women

who need a full-face mask but prefer

something more compact with a

clear line of sight.

We took a minimalist approach in
developing FullLife.We made it smaller
and lighter, yet ensured that it is durable.
The conventional forehead pad was
eliminated to provide a clear line of
sight in the process.

We reduced leaks with a dual-textured,
grooved cushion that creates a robust
seal even with patient movement. Our
straightforward, step-by-step numbered
headgear system reduces application and
removal effort while improving fit.With
less noise, FullLife is more comfortable to
live with.And with just one faceplate to fit
all sizes – plus our FitPack and DuoPack
options – FullLife is more comfortable for
you as well. Helping you fit 100% of your
patients, 100% of the time sometimes means
giving you less … and much, much more.

Elimination of the forehead

pad creates a clear line of vision.
Integrated exhalation port makes
operation exceptionally quiet.
One faceplate fits all

3 cushion sizes (S, M, L).

Step-by-step numbered
headgear system makes

Safety entrainment valve provides

set-up and use easy.

quick access to room air if pressure

is less than 3cm H2O.

Dual-textured cushion

Swivel quick-release tabs allow

surface aids assembly

the hose to be easily disconnected.

while preventing mask

movement on the face.

Two 360˚ swivels allow
tubing to move freely.

Chin support band ensures

Branding and size indicators

a secure fit and mask stability.

provide easy identification
for patients and clinicians.

Cushion “ribs” add extra stability to the cushion and help prevent leaks into the eyes.

Grooved cushion creates a robust seal that accommodates movement.
SST flap and textured cushion design enhance comfort.

Item
FullLife mask

Part number

DuoPack
(extra cushion of the same size)
Part number

Medium mask with headgear

1047940

1052168

Small mask with headgear

Large mask with headgear

1047939

1047941

1052169

FitPack (1 faceplate and 1 cushion of each size)
FitPack, size S,M,L

1047942

Small mask with headgear

1047943

Large mask with headgear

1047995

FullLife mask without exhalation port
Medium mask with headgear

1052167

1047944

Replacement cushions

Small

Medium

Large

FullLife cushion without exhalation port

1047938

1047996

1048000

FullLife cushion

Parts and accessories

1047922

1047923

1047924
Part number

FullLife headgear system

1047975
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